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BHARAT SEVAK SAMAJ
NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY, PROMOTED BY GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

CENTRAL BOARD OF EXAMINATIONS
BSS NATIONAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION MISSION

FSS010-BSS DIPLOMA IN FIRE & SAFETY ENGINEERING TECHNIQUES

ONE YEAR EXAMINATION  APRIL-2014
FSS010-01   COMMUNICATIVE ENGLISH AND COMPUTER FUNDAMENTALS

TIME: 3 Hours Marks: 100

INSTRUCTIONS
* 33 questions are there in total
* Write answers to each question in proportion to the mark allotted
* During the first 15 minutes read the questions carefully

I. FILL IN THE BLANKS 1 x 10 = 10

1) I ....... 50 kms everyday
2) He ........well in the stage.
3) Windows 98 is a ............... loading system
4) Computer programs are also known as .........
5) In Windows ............ function key used to get help
6) Basic working platform of the computer is .........
7) Ctrl+Y is the short cut for....................to grid
8) The speed of computer is measured in------------
9) Mours is an ........... Device
10) ----------------- hour before it had happened.

II. DEFINE THE FOLLOWING 2 x 10 = 20

1) Define what is demonstrative pronoun?
2) Define uncountable nouns?
3) Explain Cut, Copy and 'Paste'
4) Clauses
5) Chart elements
6) Enter
7) Adjectives
8) Decimal
9) What is colour ?
10) Use of fluorescine
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III. WRITE BRIEF ANSWER FOR ANY 5 QUESTIONS 5 x 5 = 25

1) Define what is meant by omission of article?
2) Define modal verbs?
3) Define degrees of comparison
4) Importance of information technology
5) Curve Tool
6) Cold related emergency
7) Desk top?
8) ' Electronic Spread Sheet'

IV. WRITE LONG ANSWER FOR ANY 3 QUESTIONS 15 x 3 = 45

1) Describe MS Windows
2) Write  all Internal Commands in dos  and explain it.
3) Prepare an essay on women empowerment
4) Write a letter to money order to post office
5) Briefly explain about the storage unit.
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BHARAT SEVAK SAMAJ
NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY, PROMOTED BY GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

CENTRAL BOARD OF EXAMINATIONS
BSS NATIONAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION MISSION

FSS010-BSS DIPLOMA IN FIRE & SAFETY ENGINEERING TECHNIQUES

ONE YEAR EXAMINATION  APRIL-2014
FSS010-02   ACCIDENT PREVENTION AND RISK MANAGEMENT

TIME: 3 Hours Marks: 100

INSTRUCTIONS
* 33 questions are there in total
* Write answers to each question in proportion to the mark allotted
* During the first 15 minutes read the questions carefully

I. FILL IN THE BLANKS 1 x 10 = 10

1) For erection and dismantling of scaffolds above 1.8m in height, which permit is issued? ------------
2) Prior to the start of the work specified on the safe work permit, who will explain to all persons

regarding the work ---------
3) The purpose of ventilation is to ________ the work area according to the requirement
4) Which type of PPE does not give protection from electric current? -----------
5) The human body maintains the temperature of _________
6) Noise should not exceed the limit of _________ db.
7) Rollers concrete miner's corneas and other machine in the construction work produce _________________

pollution
8) The main water pollution are _______, ___________ and ___________
9) Air supply rate for the work place should be, per occupant -----------
10) Along with which elements, Local exhaust system is built? ---------

II. DEFINE THE FOLLOWING 2 x 10 = 20

1) What are the basic considerations for good lighting?
2) Define Housekeeping?
3) What are the factors of aid?
4) Define water pollution?
5) What do you mean by exposure risks?
6) What is the range of frequencies that the human ears can detect?
7) What is soil pollution?
8) What is the main water pollution?
9) What is ozone?
10) What is the definition of a 'hazardous substance'?
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III. WRITE BRIEF ANSWER FOR ANY 5 QUESTIONS 5 x 5 = 25

1) Describe the safety in manual handling?
2) What are the causes of poor housekeeping?
3) What is noise and explain the health effects of noise?
4) Give a short note on Home safety & explain its benefits?
5) What are the communicable diseases are caused at the time floods?
6) What are the points to be remembered about work station design?
7) Explain the safety rules for riggers?
8) Explain: a. Painting b. Asbestos c. Roof work

IV. WRITE LONG ANSWER FOR ANY 3 QUESTIONS 15 x 3 = 45

1) What is artificial lighting? Why we require artificial lighting?
2) What are the general principles of machine guarding to prevent accident?
3) Explain the fire fighting methods used for metal and non metal fires?
4) How can we eliminate the harmful contamination of air and water?
5) What are the contents of an onsite emergency plan?
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BHARAT SEVAK SAMAJ
NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY, PROMOTED BY GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

CENTRAL BOARD OF EXAMINATIONS
BSS NATIONAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION MISSION

FSS010-BSS DIPLOMA IN FIRE & SAFETY ENGINEERING TECHNIQUES

ONE YEAR EXAMINATION  APRIL-2014
FSS010-03   FIRE HYDRAULICS AND FIRE LOSS CONTROL

TIME: 3 Hours Marks: 100

INSTRUCTIONS
* 33 questions are there in total
* Write answers to each question in proportion to the mark allotted
* During the first 15 minutes read the questions carefully

I. FILL IN THE BLANKS 1 x 10 = 10

1) In which types of pump is more efficiency to deliever  water ________
2) _______type hydrants is probably the commonest type, being found in one or other of its many forms in

most parts of the country
3) An acceptable temp range should be when strenuous work is taking place _______________
4) Which of the following have been provided for the workmen to work in hot atmosphere? ---------
5) Aluminum sheet has good that _________ property.
6) Employment of women in factory are permitted only ___________
7) In every factory where in one thousand or more workers are employed, all other factories involving

manufacturing process with risk to bodily injury on disease_______ should be appointed
8) __________ and ____________ are the chemical extinguishment agents
9) Free turbine is used in ................
10) In multistage turbines by introducing reheating ...................

II. DEFINE THE FOLLOWING 2 x 10 = 20

1) State the colour coding requirements for portable fire extinguishers?
2) Define Aspiration?
3) What are the two types of rising main?
4) What is FM - 200?
5) What are the types of fire detectors are designed?
6) Define Heat detectors?
7) Expand LHD?
8) What is automatic fire signal?
9) What are the most common combustible metals used in aircraft?
10) What is cargo?
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III. WRITE BRIEF ANSWER FOR ANY 5 QUESTIONS 5 x 5 = 25

1) How the storage areas for flammable and combustible materials should be?
2) Identify the three ways in which fire may be detected and state the types of automatic detector

associated with each?
3) What is home energy audit?
4) what should one do in case of fire?
5) Short note on Lock off devices?
6) What are the general safety precautions to be followe?
7) What are the instructions covered under ARFF Training Programs?
8) Mention some of the past & present airport fire apparatus?

IV. WRITE LONG ANSWER FOR ANY 3 QUESTIONS 15 x 3 = 45

1) What precautions should be taken when using flammable liquids?
2) Identify the classes of fire for which each of the following extinguishing agents / devices are

suitablea.Water b. Carbon dioxide gasc.Dry powderd.Foame.Fire blankets
3) Explain about the fire escape plan?
4) Explain about firefighting in a sprinklered building with a sprinkler system diagram?
5) Explain the specific hazards from aircraft?
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BHARAT SEVAK SAMAJ
NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY, PROMOTED BY GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

CENTRAL BOARD OF EXAMINATIONS
BSS NATIONAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION MISSION

FSS010-BSS DIPLOMA IN FIRE & SAFETY ENGINEERING TECHNIQUES

ONE YEAR EXAMINATION  APRIL-2014
FSS010-04   SAFETY IN ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

TIME: 3 Hours Marks: 100

INSTRUCTIONS
* 33 questions are there in total
* Write answers to each question in proportion to the mark allotted
* During the first 15 minutes read the questions carefully

I. FILL IN THE BLANKS 1 x 10 = 10

1) which are the main four classifications are occupational health hazard? _________
2) Testing with air or other gases under pressure can be hazardous due to the _________
3) The acceptable height for Toe board is usually between ______  inches and _____ inches.
4) MATCH: 4=a) Slight Hazard.3=b) Moderate Hazard.2=c) Deadly Hazard1=d) Severe Hazard
5) MSDS stands for ____________________
6) __________ is making use in location where there are chances to have contact with

live___________Systems.
7) ................. Gas is smell like Garlic and Lighter than Air.
8) Generator sets shall be located at level ......feel from building or materials that may catch fire.
9) True / false: A)  Blocks have sheaves or grooved pulleys in a frame with hook eye and strap B) An Jib is

Extension attached to the boom point to provide added boom length for lifting specified loads.
10) The height of TOC Board is __________

II. DEFINE THE FOLLOWING 2 x 10 = 20

1) Define firewalls?
2) what are the types of fuses?
3) Explain - reportable accident?
4) Explain the classification of voltage?
5) What is the height requirement for a work rea when fall protection is required?
6) When putting on your fall protection full-body harness, where should the "Chest Strap" be located?
7) What are the some of the ways to avoid coming into contact with underground utilities?
8) What are the two methods used in welding safety?
9) What are the hazards of portable power tools?
10) Electrical burns may be caused in two ways what are they?
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III. WRITE BRIEF ANSWER FOR ANY 5 QUESTIONS 5 x 5 = 25

1) What are the steps involved in manual handling?
2) what are the types of scaffold?
3) Define confined space and its control measure?
4) Explain team lifting and carrying?
5) List out the mechanical mterial handling?
6) Why the breathing apparatus is necessary for the person who entered into the confined space?
7) How the confined space entry permit will be look like. Explain it?
8) What are the common hazards are in the welding?

IV. WRITE LONG ANSWER FOR ANY 3 QUESTIONS 15 x 3 = 45

1) How will you inspect scaffold  & scaffold parts?
2) what are the precautions should follow on scaffold by worker?
3) Define Excavation and it safety measures for excavation?
4) How do you asses the fire damage to concrete structural members?
5) Explain PPE?
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BHARAT SEVAK SAMAJ
NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY, PROMOTED BY GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

CENTRAL BOARD OF EXAMINATIONS
BSS NATIONAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION MISSION

FSS010-BSS DIPLOMA IN FIRE & SAFETY ENGINEERING TECHNIQUES

ONE YEAR EXAMINATION  APRIL-2014
FSS010-05   SAFETY AND PREVENTION IN CHEMICAL/PETRO CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES,REFINERI

TIME: 3 Hours Marks: 100

INSTRUCTIONS
* 33 questions are there in total
* Write answers to each question in proportion to the mark allotted
* During the first 15 minutes read the questions carefully

I. FILL IN THE BLANKS 1 x 10 = 10

1) Who is responsible for enforcing WHMIS provincially?
2) The purpose of WHMIS is to provide information on.
3) What are the chronic or long-term effects of overexposure to propane?
4) On the Hazardous Materials Table, proper shipping names are shown...
5) Product ID numbers must appear on each side and both ends of a tank containing...
6) When transporting both hazardous and non hazardous materials, your bills must.
7) On the hazardous materials table, column 1 shows
8) If the hazardous materials are classified as "FORBIDDEN" you should_________
9) You must carry a gas mask with you when transporting __________
10) If the words "INHALATION HAZARD" appear on the shipping papers, you need ______

II. DEFINE THE FOLLOWING 2 x 10 = 20

1) Define injury?
2) How will you identify the hazard?
3) What is Lockout?
4) What is Tagout?
5) What is toxicity?
6) What is corrosiveness?
7) Define a radioactive material?
8) What are the recent changes in the legislation for 'hazardous substances'?
9) How often should we update our MSDS?
10) Does all spray painting have to be carried out in a booth?
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III. WRITE BRIEF ANSWER FOR ANY 5 QUESTIONS 5 x 5 = 25

1) Briefly explain about the highly hazardous chemicals?
2) What are the causes of major accidents in chemical, oil field?
3) What is the purpose of hazchem codes?
4) What is the difference of onsite and offsite emergency?
5) Describe the methods of measuring toxicity?
6) How can flammable and combustible liquids be a fire or explosion hazard?
7) What is the danger of flashback?
8) Explain work procedure and training?

IV. WRITE LONG ANSWER FOR ANY 3 QUESTIONS 15 x 3 = 45

1) Explain the fire fighting methods used for metal and non metal fires?
2) How can we eliminate the harmful contamination of air and water?
3) What is the role of an Appointed Medical Practitioner (AMP)?
4) What happens if an employee has been removed from further work exposure?
5) What considerations do we need to make when shipping a biological substance?
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BHARAT SEVAK SAMAJ
NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY, PROMOTED BY GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

CENTRAL BOARD OF EXAMINATIONS
BSS NATIONAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION MISSION

FSS010-BSS DIPLOMA IN FIRE & SAFETY ENGINEERING TECHNIQUES

ONE YEAR EXAMINATION  APRIL-2014
FSS010-06   FIRE PREVENTION & CONTROL

TIME: 3 Hours Marks: 100

INSTRUCTIONS
* 33 questions are there in total
* Write answers to each question in proportion to the mark allotted
* During the first 15 minutes read the questions carefully

I. FILL IN THE BLANKS 1 x 10 = 10

1) ________is a chemical reaction that releases energy as heat and usually light
2) The number of protons found in the nucleus is known as __________
3) Compound formed from identical molecules can only by broken down or changed by rearrangement of the

atoms, which is known as __________
4) The heat required to raise the temperature of a body by 1'c is known as ____________
5) _________ is made up of many atoms
6) __________ allow the fireman to work in the flames for a period of 30 sec.
7) Prior to the start of the work specified on the safe work permit, who will explain to all persons

regarding the work. a) Performing authority   b) Supervisor   c) Contractor   d) Sub contractor
8) ___________ is any unplanned event that can shut down your business, disrupt operations on threatening

public image. a) Emergency   b) Hazard    c) Risk   d) Accident
9) ILO was inaugurated in the year  a) 1914    b) 1918   c) 1919    d) 1927
10) In _________________ type of extinguisher contains water under pressure.

II. DEFINE THE FOLLOWING 2 x 10 = 20

1) Explain about the finished foam solution?
2) What is the other name of mechanical foam type extinguishers?
3) What are the elements of fire?
4) What is emergency lighting?
5) What radiant energy will be form if hot 'gases' fire releases?
6) Explain Infra red detector?
7) Define span of disaster mitigation?
8) What is Event Management?
9) What is risk avoidance?
10) NBC Explain?
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III. WRITE BRIEF ANSWER FOR ANY 5 QUESTIONS 5 x 5 = 25

1) Write any five types of fire tenders?
2) Explain the causes of deterioration of ropes?
3) Discuss role of the Health Sector.
4) What are the necessary steps to be taken to avoid dangerous epidemics after a flood disaster?
5) What are the difficulties faced by an Industry when there is a sudden power failure?
6) Explain the necessity of proper training to the employees of Industries dealing with hazardous products,

to act during disasters.
7) What are the reasons for earth quake?
8) How landslides are occurring?

IV. WRITE LONG ANSWER FOR ANY 3 QUESTIONS 15 x 3 = 45

1) What are the materials used in single or combined form to make ropes?
2) what are the types of positive displacement pump and its Explain?
3) Make a list of hazards in home, school, or a local farm shop which could show a potential for fire &

explain how to eliminate them?
4) What are earthquakes? List out the causes of an earthquake
5) How tremors are occurring? Describe the safe design of building to over come this?


